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Endereço Hubtex Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG 
Industriepark West 
Werner-von-Siemens-Straße 8 
36041 Fulda

PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
Manufacturer of multidirectional sideloaders and special trucks with capacities from 3 up to 20 tons for the handling of packed and unpacked glass
packs in  
DLF size and PLF-size and glass transporters with capacities up to 45 tons for the in- and outdoor transport of A- and L-stillages.

Customers of the flat glass industry worldwide appreciate the high reliability and high quality of HUBTEX glass transport systems. 

Fourdirectional-sideloaders and special trucks for flat glass industry
Multi-Directional-Sideloaders and Glass transporters for A- and L-stillages with a capacity up to 45 tons
Platform trucks for indoor transport
Multi-Directional-Sideloaders can handle up to 20 tons of glass packs (unpacked or packed in end caps).  

The M-series requires only 1 operator, who is placed on a platform over the load. The advantages of this version are free visibility and exact truck
manoeuvring as well as safe order picking and lower costs of glass handling by only one operator and less broken glass.

The company also manufactures glass transporters for A- and L-stillages with a capacity up to 45 tons. They are available as electric-, diesel- or LPG
gas- powered trucks and can be equipped with P.U. Vulkollan tires for indoor use or with solid rubber tires for the combined indoor and outdoor
application. Order picking of glass stillages from floor level is carried out through 2 synchronously operating lift rails. Four hydraulic clamps hold the
glass sheets in place during transport.

For indoor transport of A- and L- stillages with legs HUBTEX offers a complete range of platform trucks, GTT-series with capacities up to 45 tons.

Clear arrangement of operation elements and displays of all HUBTEX trucks enable easy working. Due to standard electronic-multidirectional steering
system, the trucks are extremely manoeuvrable. Smooth operation of all hydraulic functions via joystick guarantees safe and careful glass handling.

Company Profile of Hubtex Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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